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ABSTRACT
We present multiwavelength identiﬁcations for the counterparts of 1088 submillimeter sources detected at 850 μm
in the SCUBA-2 Cosmology Legacy Survey study of the UKIRT Infrared Deep Sky Survey-Ultra-Deep Survey
(UDS) ﬁeld. By utilizing an Atacama Large Millimeter Array (ALMA) pilot study on a subset of our bright
SCUBA-2 sample as a training set, along with the deep optical–near-infrared (OIR) data available in this ﬁeld, we
develop a novel technique, Optical–IR Triple Color (OIRTC), using z−K, K−[3.6], [3.6]−[4.5] colors to
select the candidate submillimeter galaxy (SMG) counterparts. By combining radio identiﬁcation and the OIRTC
technique, we ﬁnd counterpart candidates for 80% of the Class= 1 4σ SCUBA-2 sample, deﬁned as those that
are covered by both radio and OIR imaging and the base sample for our scientiﬁc analyses. Based on the ALMA
training set, we expect the accuracy of these identiﬁcations to be 82%±20%, with a completeness of
69%±16%, essentially as accurate as the traditional p-value technique but with higher completeness. We ﬁnd that
the fraction of SCUBA-2 sources having candidate counterparts is lower for fainter 850 μm sources, and we argue
that for follow-up observations sensitive to SMGs with S850 1 mJy across the whole ALMA beam, the fraction
with multiple counterparts is likely to be>40% for SCUBA-2 sources at S850 4 mJy. We ﬁnd that the
photometric redshift distribution for the SMGs is well ﬁt by a lognormal distribution, with a median redshift of
z= 2.3±0.1. After accounting for the sources without any radio and/or OIRTC counterpart, we estimate the
median redshift to be z= 2.6±0.1 for SMGs with S850>1 mJy. We also use this new large sample to study the
clustering of SMGs and thefar-infrared properties of the unidentiﬁed submillimeter sources by stacking their
Herschel SPIRE far-infrared emission.
Key words: catalogs – cosmology: observations – galaxies: formation – galaxies: high-redshift – galaxies: starburst
– submillimeter: galaxies
Supporting material: extended ﬁgures, machine-readable tables
1. INTRODUCTION
Ultraluminous infrared galaxies (ULIRGs, with infrared
luminosities of LIR 1012 Le; Sanders & Mirabel 1996) are
relatively rare at z∼ 0, but their space density rapidly increases
with look-back time and apparently peaks around z∼ 2–3 (e.g.,
Barger et al. 1999; Chapman et al. 2005; Le Floc’h et al. 2005;
Gruppioni et al. 2013). The vast majority of the luminosity of
these sources escapes in the far-infrared (FIR) and submilli-
meter,and as a result, they are the brightest extragalactic
sources in the FIR/submillimeter sky. The shape of the dust
spectral energy distribution (SED) peaks around ∼100 μm and
declines at longer wavelengths (e.g., Vivian et al. 2012;
Symeonidis et al. 2013; Swinbank et al. 2014). This
characteristic form yields a “negative K-correction” for
observations in the submillimeter waveband (Blain & Long-
air 1993), with the apparent ﬂux of a source with a ﬁxed
infrared luminosity remaining almost constant over a wide
range in redshift, z∼ 1–6 (e.g., Blain et al. 2002; Casey et al.
2014). When combined with the typical sensitivities and
confusion limits of existing FIR/submillimeter observatories
(e.g., Herschel, the James Clerk Maxwell telescope [JCMT]or
the Large Millimeter Telescope [LMT]), the negative K-
correction means that surveys for high-redshift ULIRGs are
most efﬁciently undertaken in wavebands around ∼1 mm,
leading to the association of thename “submillimeter galaxies”
(SMGs) with this population (e.g., Smail et al. 1997).
Moreover, the surface density of high-redshift ULIRGs is also
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bestmatched to the wide-ﬁeld capabilities of single-dish
telescopes, rather than the narrow ﬁeld of view of current
(sub)millimeter interferometers. This has been the motivation
for a series of panoramic (sub)millimeter surveys over the past
decade using ﬁrst-generation bolometer cameras on the JCMT,
the IRAM 30 m, APEX, and ASTE (e.g., Barger et al. 1998;
Hughes et al. 1998; Scott et al. 2002, 2010; Coppin et al. 2006;
Bertoldi et al. 2007; Weiss et al. 2009; Ikarashi et al. 2011). By
exploiting the technical advances in the fabrication of
bolometer cameras, speciﬁcally the SCUBA-2 camera on
JCMT, recent submillimeter surveys have been mapping the
sky in an unprecedented speed (Casey et al. 2013; Chen et al.
2013a, 2013b; Geach et al. 2013). Most recently, an
international team completed the SCUBA-2 Cosmology
Legacy Survey (S2CLS), undertaking panoramic surveys on
square degree areas down to mJy sensitivity limits (see J. E.
Geach et al. 2016, in preparation for a description of the
survey).
To use these (sub)millimeter surveys to understand the cause
of the rapid evolution of the ULIRG population and its relation
to the galaxy populations seen both today and at earlier times, it
is essential to reliably locate the counterparts to the (sub)
millimeter sources at other wavelengths, necessary to under-
stand the physical properties and astrophysics of these systems.
However, the combination of the high dust obscuration in these
systems, their high redshifts, and the coarse resolution of the
(sub)millimeter maps (10″–30″ FWHM) provided by single-
dish observatories makes this process challenging. Much of the
early work on the properties of high-redshift ULIRGs relied on
identiﬁcations based on indirect tracers of the FIR/submilli-
meter emission such as the radio, near-IR (NIR), and mid-IR
(e.g., Ivison et al. 1998, 2002; Smail et al. 2000; although see
Downes et al. 1999; Dannerbauer et al. 2002). These
techniques have been used to derive identiﬁcations for samples
of∼100 SMGs from a number of surveys (e.g., Pope
et al. 2006; Biggs et al. 2011; Lindner et al. 2011; Michałowski
et al. 2012; Yun et al. 2012; Alberts et al. 2013), but are known
to be biased against identifying the highest-redshift ULIRGs
owingto the absence of a negative K-correction in the radio or
IR (e.g., Chapman et al. 2005).
Luckily, in parallel with the developments of new large-
format (sub)millimeter bolometer cameras, the commissioning
of the Atacama Large Millimeter Array (ALMA) and upgrades
to the Submillimeter Array (SMA) and the Northern Extended
Millimeter Array (NOEMA) have produced a similar advance
in the capabilities of (sub)millimeter interferometers for
studying submillimeter sources (e.g., Gear et al. 2000; Dan-
nerbauer et al. 2002, 2008; Iono et al. 2006; Tacconi
et al. 2006; Wang et al. 2007, 2011; Younger et al. 2007,
2008, 2009; Cowie et al. 2009; Aravena et al. 2010; Knudsen
et al. 2010; Tamura et al. 2010; Chen et al. 2011, 2014; Barger
et al. 2012, 2014; Smolčić et al. 2012; Hodge et al. 2013;
Ikarashi et al. 2015; Miettinen et al. 2015; Simpson et al.
2015a, 2015b).
The ﬁrst results from ALMA on the identiﬁcations of SMG
counterparts to submillimeter sources by Hodge et al. (2013)
conﬁrmed some of the biases and incompleteness arising from
the use of radio and mid-IR, with ∼80% of SMGs correctly
identiﬁed but with a completeness of just 45%. While such
interferometric studies highlight the usefulness of obtaining
identiﬁcations in the submillimeter for SMGs, the limited time
available on these facilities means that it is currently time-
expensive to use them to map the very large samples of (sub)
millimeter sources from the latest bolometer surveys. For this
reason we are driven back to using the indirect tracers.
However, techniques that are used to select the counterpart
candidates can be investigated, trained, and improved by using
the results of these interferometric observations.
Here we present counterparts to the∼1000 submillimeter
sources that have been detected in the S2CLS 850 μm map of
the UKIDSS Ultra-Deep Survey ﬁeld (UDS). This is one of the
widest and most sensitive blank-ﬁeld 850 μm surveys yet
completed, with a median 1σ noise of 1σ= 0.9 mJy across ∼1
deg2 (Geach et al. 2016, in preparation). The UKIDSS-UDS
ﬁeld is an exceptionally well-studied region of the extragalactic
sky with sensitive multiwavelength coverage of the ∼1 deg2
region from the ultraviolet to mid-infrared and radio (see
Section 2 for references). Our analysis also takes advantage of
deep ALMA Cycle 1 observations of a subset of the
submillimeter sources in this region (Simpson et al. 2015a,
2015b), which provide an invaluable resource for training and
developing new techniques to select the SMG counterparts to
the submillimeter sources detected in the low-resolution single-
dish observations.
The structure of the paper is as follows: In Section 2 we
describe the submillimeter survey of the UKIDSS-UDS ﬁeld,
along with the ancillary data from X-ray to radio that are used
in this study. Section 3 then describes the process, including the
novel OIRTC technique, developed for the identiﬁcations,
which exploits the ALMA identiﬁcations of SMGs associated
with a sample of the brighter submillimeter sources in the ﬁeld.
In Section 4 we present the catalog of counterpart candidates
and discuss their properties, while Section 5 gives our
summary. Throughout this paper we adopt the AB magnitude
system (Oke & Gunn 1983), and we assume the Planck
cosmology: H0= 67.77 km s
−1 Mpc−1, ΩM= 0.31, and
ΩΛ= 0.69 (Planck Collaboration et al. 2014).
2. OBSERVATIONS, REDUCTION, AND
SUPPORTING DATA
2.1. SCUBA-2
The SCUBA-2 data at 850 μm in the UDS ﬁeld were taken
as part of the S2CLS. The full data reduction steps are
described fully in J. E. Geach et al. (2016, in preparation), but
we describe the main steps here. The Dynamical Iterative Map-
Maker (DIMM) within the Sub-Millimeter Common User
Reduction Facility (SMURF; Chapin et al. 2013) is used to
extract astronomical signal from each SCUBA-2 bolometer
time stream, mapping the result onto a celestial projection. All
S2CLS maps are projected on a tangential coordinate system
with 2″ pixels.
Flatﬁelds are applied to the time streams using ﬂat scans
that bracket each observation, and a polynomial baseline ﬁt is
subtracted from each time stream. Data spikes are rejected
(using a 5σ threshold in a box size of 50 samples), DC steps are
removed, and gaps ﬁlled. Next, an iterative process begins that
aims to ﬁt the data with a model comprising a common mode
signal, astronomical signal, and noise. The common mode
modeling is performed independently for each SCUBA-2
subarray, deriving a template for the average signal seen by all
the bolometers; it is removed from the stream, and an
extinction correction is applied (Dempsey et al. 2013). Next,
a ﬁltering step is performed in the Fourier domain, which
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rejects data at frequencies corresponding to angular scales
θ>150″ and θ<4″. Finally, a model of the astronomical
signal is determined by gridding the time streams onto a
celestial projection (since a given sky position will have been
visited by many independent bolometers) and then subtracted
from the input time streams. The iterative process continues
until the residual between the model and the data converges.
The last processing step is to apply a matched ﬁlter to the
maps, convolving with the instrumental point-spread function
(PSF) to optimize the detection of point sources. We use the
PICARD recipe scuba2_matched_ﬁlter, which ﬁrst smooths the
map (and the PSF) with a 30″ Gaussian kernel andthen
subtracts this from both to remove any large-scale structure
not eliminated in the ﬁltering steps that occurred during
the DIMM reduction. The map is then convolved with
the smoothed beam. A ﬂux conversion factor of
591 Jy beam−1 pW−1 is applied; this canonical calibration is
the average value derived from observations of hundreds of
standard submillimeter calibrators observed during the
S2CLS campaign (Dempsey et al. 2013)and includes a
10% correction necessary to account for losses that occur as a
result ofthe combination of ﬁltering steps we apply to the
data (see Geach et al. 2013). The ﬂux calibration is expected
to be accurate to within 15%.
The ﬁnal matched-ﬁltered map has a noise of 0.82 mJy
beam−1 at the deepest part and better than1.3 mJy rms over
∼1.0 deg2 (a ∼1°.1 diameter circle). The coverage is relatively
uniform, and the median depth within this region is 0.89 mJy
beam−1 (Figure 1).
We apply a simple source detection and extraction
algorithm, described in more detail in J. E. Geach et al.
(2016, in preparation). In brief, we apply a top-down detection
algorithm, ﬁrst identifying the peakpixel in the signal-to-noise
ratio (S/N) map, recording position and ﬂux and instrumental
rms,and then subtracting a peak-scaled model of the PSF at
this position. The next peak value is identiﬁed and the process
repeated until a ﬂoor S/N threshold is met, which we set
to 3.5σ.
In total we detect 1088 submillimeter sources at3.5σ
within the region where rms noise is1.3 mJy beam−1. We
deﬁne a MAIN sample of 716 submillimeter sources that
have4.0σ, for which we expect a false detection rate
of∼1% based on simulations and source extractions on
negative signals (J. E. Geach et al. 2016, in preparation). We
also deﬁne a SUPPLEMENTARY sample of 372 submiliimeter
sources that are detected at 3.5σ–4.0σ and have a false
detection rate of ∼10%. In this paper, we provide counterpart
candidates for both MAIN and SUPPLEMENTARY samples;however,
the scientiﬁc analyses were performed on the MAIN sample.
The maps are corrected for astrometry by adopting a shift of
0 67 in R.A. and −2 33 in decl., based on stacking of the
850 μm maps at the location of the radio sources. We have also
stacked on the 850 μm maps centered on the MIPS and K-band
sources and found consistent results.
2.2. ALMA
We have carried out ALMA follow-up observations at
870 μm on 30 of the brighter SCUBA-2 sources in a Cycle 1
project 2012.1.00090.S (Simpson et al. 2015a, 2015b). These
sources were selected to have S8508 mJy from an earlier
version of the S2CLS map, but the sensitivity of the map has
since improved, and as a result, 27 of the 30 ALMA targets still
remain in our MAIN sample. Two of the three ALMA-observed
Figure 1. Overview of S2CLS-UDS. Left:matched-ﬁltered S2CLS SCUBA-2 850 μm ﬂux density map of the UKIDSS-UDS ﬁeld, linearly scaled between −1 and
5 mJy. The green circle roughly outlines the survey area with a ∼1°. 1 diameter, ∼4× larger than the previously largest 850 μm uniform survey in a single ﬁeld—the
LABOCA survey in the ECDFS (LESS; Weiss et al. 2009). For comparison, the size of LESS is shown in the white dashed box. Right: color plot showing the rms
values of the matched-ﬁltered S2CLS map, linearly scaled between 0.82 and 1.3 mJy beam−1. White contours are at 0.85, 1.0, and 1.15 mJy beam−1. Green points
mark our 716  4σ detections in the MAIN sample. Our SCUBA-2 map is ∼40% deeper in sensitivity and has spatial resolution ∼30% higher compared to LESS,
yielding an SMG sample ∼6× bigger than the LESS survey and making the S2CLS-UDS the largest uniform 850 μm survey by far.
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sources that fall out of our MAIN sample (UDS252, UDS421)
have no detection in the high-resolution ALMA observations,
but both are detected in Herschel/SPIRE imaging, while the
remaining one (UDS298) is just below the 3.5σ cut and the
SCUBA-2 ﬂux is consistent with the integrated ﬂux of the two
ALMA detections (Simpson et al. 2015b). With a median rms
of σ= 0.26 mJy beam−1, the primary ALMA catalog consists
of 52 SMGs detected by ALMA at>4σ, with a synthesized
beam of∼0 8 FWHM. Higher-resolution versions of the maps,
with ∼0 3 FWHM, were used by Simpson et al. (2015a) to
study the sizes and light proﬁle of the brighter SMGs at
870 μm, while the descriptions of the bright source counts and
the data reduction and source extraction can be found in
Simpson et al. (2015b). In this paper, we use these ALMA-
detected SMGs as the training set to formulate our methodol-
ogy to identify candidatecounterparts for the rest of the
SCUBA-2 SMG sample. Note that although the ALMA
observations were conducted at a slightly different wavelength
compared to the selection wavelength from SCUBA-2 (870
versus 850 μm), the difference in ﬂux measurements is
expected at the∼5% level, which is negligible compared to
the ﬂux calibration error. Throughout this paper, we therefore
denote S850 as the ﬂuxes that are measured at both 850 and
870 μm.
2.3. Multiwavelength Ancillary Data
The∼1 square degree UDS ﬁeld contains a rich set of
ancillary data. Figure 2 roughly outlines the coverage of each
indicated waveband.
The K-band-based multiwavelength photometry adopted in
this paper is based on the UDS data release 8 (DR8) of the
UKIRT Infrared Deep Sky Survey (UKIDSS; Lawrence
et al. 2007). The UDS ﬁeld is the deepest of the ﬁve
subsurveys of UKIDSS, consisting of four Wide-Field
Camera (WFCAM; Casali et al. 2007) pointings, covering
0.77 square degrees in J, H, and K bands. The DR8 release
contains all UDS data taken from 2005 to 2010. The 5σ
median depths are J= 24.9, H= 24.2, and K= 24.6 (in a
2″ diameter aperture). Detailed descriptions of mosaicking,
catalog extraction, and depth estimation will be presented i
n Almaini et al. (2016, in preparation). After masking
bad regions andremoving bright stars and image artifacts
produced by ampliﬁer cross-talk, a K-band parent sample of a
total of 159,871 sources was constructed for our analyses.
The UDS ﬁeld was observed by the Subaru telescope using
the Suprime-Cam in ﬁve broadband ﬁlters, B, V, Rc, i′, and z′,
to the limiting depths of B= 28.4, V= 27.8, Rc= 27.7,
i′= 27.7, and z′= 26.6, respectively (3σ, 2″ diameter aper-
tures). Details of the Suprime-Cam survey are provided in
Furusawa et al. (2008). The ﬁeld was also covered by the
Megacam u′-band on the Canada–France–Hawaii Telescope
(CFHT), with a 5σ depth reaching u′= 26.75 in a 2″ diameter
aperture. The X-ray data were obtained as part of the Subaru-
XMM/Newton Deep Survey (SXDS), consisting of seven
contiguous ﬁelds with a total exposure of 400 ks in the
0.2–10 keV band (Ueda et al. 2008). Finally, the UDS ﬁeld was
imaged in mid-infrared with IRAC and 24 μm MIPS by the
Spitzer Legacy Program SpUDS. SpUDS data reach 5σ depths
of 24.2 and 24.0 AB magnitude at 3.6 and 4.5 μm.
Eleven-band photometry (UBVRIzJHK[3.6][4.5]) was
measured with 3″ diameter apertures placed on each aligned
image at the position of the K-band sources, motivated by the
fact that Kband is generally a good stellar mass indicator that
is less affected by dust compared to other optical/NIR bands,
with a data quality that is deeper and has a higher angular
resolution compared to that of the IRAC bands. To account
for the correlated noise that is not represented in the weight
maps, the magnitude uncertainties estimated by SEXTRACTOR
are corrected by scaling the weight maps such that the
uncertainty in source-free regions matches the rms measured
from apertures placed on the science image. Three of the
bands (the CFHT u′ band and the two IRAC channels)
required aperture corrections to their photometry in order to
obtain correct colors. This correction was performed based on
smoothing the K-band images to the appropriate PSF and
recomputing the aperture photometry to evaluate the
expected changes. More details can be found in Hartley
et al. (2013).
Photometric redshifts (zphoto) have been derived for the DR8
parent sample, and the full description can be found in Hartley
et al. (2013) and Mortlock et al. (2013). In summary, the
photometric redshifts are estimated using the EAZY template-
ﬁtting package (Brammer et al. 2008) through a maximum
likelihood analysis. The default set of six templates does not
sufﬁciently represent all of our galaxies, in particular, the u′-
band ﬂux is signiﬁcantly overestimated on the blue objects at
high redshift. A seventh template is therefore constructed by
applying a small amount of Small-Magellanic-Cloud-like
extinction (Prevot et al. 1984) to the bluest template in EAZY.
To assess the accuracy of these photometric redshifts and to
determine the cut on the χ2 from the templateﬁtting, we
Figure 2. Multiwavelengthcoverage of K-band, Spitzer, and VLA in the UDS
ﬁeld, overlaid on the SCUBA-2 ﬁeld shown as the black background. Similar
to Figure 1, the points mark the positions of our 716  4.0σ MAIN SCUBA-2
sample, while those enclosed with white circles were observed in our Cycle 1
ALMA program. Among the MAIN sample, all but the rightmost two in the
ﬁgure (brown; Class = 3 sources) are covered by the radio imaging, and
themajority (73%) of them have optical–NIR coverage suitable for our novel
OIRTC technique (cyan; Class = 1 sources), with at least two color
measurements available among z−K, K−[3.6], and [3.6]−[4.5] (see
Section 3.3). The yellow points are Class = 2 sources that are covered by the
radio imaging but not suitable for the OIRTC technique (formore about
classiﬁcations see Section 4.1).
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compare the derived values to the spectroscopic redshifts (zspec)
that are available in the UDS. A large fraction of these zspec
came from the UDSz, a European Southern Observatory large
spectroscopic survey (ID:180.A-0776; Almaini et al. 2016, in
preparation) and also from the literature (see Simpson
et al. 2012 and references therein). After excluding bright
X-ray and radio sources that are likely to be active galactic
nuclei (Simpson et al. 2006; Ueda et al. 2008), there are 2745
sources with measured spectroscopic redshifts (zspec). If we
only consider 2,461 sources that have χ2<10 in the zphoto
ﬁtting, we ﬁnd thata dispersion in (zphoto−zspec)/(1+zspec),
after excluding outliers (Δz/(1+zspec)>0.15;<4%), is Δz/
(1+zspec)∼ 0.02, slightly better than what was found in
Hartley et al. (2013). We therefore apply a χ2 cut of 10in this
paper.
For the 24μm MIPS image, we use SEXTRACTOR (Bertin &
Arnouts 1996) to extract sources. Following Shupe et al.
(2008), the local background is estimated using a box with
128× 128 pixels with a pixel size of 1 2, which then is used
to weight the source extraction. Given thatMIPS has a beam
FWHM of ∼6″ at 24 μm, we expect most extragalactic
sources to be unresolved and so to appear as point sources.
We thus set the detection threshold to be 20 connected2σ
pixels (1 beam area). This selection corresponds to a ∼4σ
point-source detection. In total,we detect 12,127 24 μm
sources within the SCUBA-2 coverage. We estimate the
number of false detections by inverting the map and
extracting the negative sources using the same detection
parameters. We ﬁnd the false detection rate to be -+0.03 0.020.04%,
consistent with a ∼4σ detection, which increases to 0.1% if
we account for sources close to the edge of the 24 μm map.
We measure photometry in a 15″-diameter aperture. We
estimate the aperture correction by median stacking the
unsaturated bright stars and compute the curve of growth.
We ﬁnd an aperture correction factor of 1.5, consistent with
the MIPS maps in the SWIRE ﬁelds (Shupe et al. 2008). The
1σ uncertainty is 24 μJy, estimated using a 7 5-radius
aperture in the source-free regions.
The VLA radio observations at 1.4 GHz (20 cm) were
carried out by the project UDS20 (V. Arumugam et al. 2016, in
preparation), which comprises a mosaic of 14 pointings
covering a total area of∼1.3 deg2 centered on the UDS. All
but two4σ SCUBA-2 sources are covered by the VLA map
(Figure 2). The total integration time is ∼160 hr in A, B, and C–
D conﬁgurations, yielding a nearly constant rms noise
of∼10 μJy across the full ﬁeld (<8 μJy at the ﬁeld center)
and a beam size of 1 8 FWHM. A total of∼7000 sources are
detected above 4σ. The full descriptions of the observations,
data reductions, and the catalog are presented in V. Arumugam
et al. (2016, in preparation).
3. COUNTERPART IDENTIFICATION
In this section, we utilize the sample of 52 ALMA-detected
SMGs with S850 1.0 mJy from Simpson et al. (2015a, 2015b)
found in the vicinity of 30 of the brighter SCUBA-2 sources in
the UDS to test various counterpart identiﬁcation methods that
are widely used in the literature. We also use this training set to
develop a novel optical–NIR color method to supplement the
traditional radio selection. We then apply the counterpart
identiﬁcation methodology to the whole sample of SCUBA-2
submillimeter sources.
The main parameters we consider in the tests and the training
are accuracy and completeness, which are deﬁned as
= ´
= ´
N
N
N
N
Accuracy 100%
Completeness 100%,
confirmed
selected
confirmed
total
where Nselected is the number of selected candidate counterparts
based on the selection methods, Nconﬁrmed is the number of
selected candidates that are actually conﬁrmed by ALMA
based on the training set, and Ntotal= 52 representsthe total
number of the ALMA-detected SMGs. The decision of the best
strategy is made by maximizing the product of both parameters,
and the quoted errors are Poisson if not speciﬁcally stated.
3.1. Radio Identiﬁcations
We ﬁrst test the use of radio sources to locate SMGs
associated with submillimeter sources selected from low-
resolution, single-dish submillimeter surveys (e.g., Ivison
et al. 1998, 2002, 2005; Lindner et al. 2011). This approach
utilizes the corrected-Poissonian probability, or the p-values, to
estimate the likelihood of radio sources being a random chance
association to the submillimeter sources. The calculation of the
p-value is described in Downes et al. (1986) as
p q= - -p n1 exp , 12( ) ( )
where n represents the radio source density and θ is the angular
offset between the radio and the submillimeter source. A matchis
typically considered reliable if p<0.05 (e.g., Ivison et al. 2002;
Pope et al. 2006; Chapin et al. 2009; Yun et al. 2012).
We investigate the accuracy and completeness of the radio
counterpart identiﬁcations for ALMA-detected SMGs that are
located within the ALMA primary beam (8 7). To account for all
possible counterparts to the single-dish submillimeter sources, we
do not scale our search radius as a function of the SCUBA-2
detection S/N in calculating p-values, as has been done in some
previous work (e.g., Biggs et al. 2011). This is motivated by
studies showing that owingto the fact that single-dish-detected
SMGs tend to break into multiple subcomponents in high-
resolution follow-up observations, the separation between the
subcomponents and the corresponding single-dish source does
not correlate with the S/N of the single-dish detection (Hodge
et al. 2013). This result suggests that employing a ﬁxed search
radius, instead of an S/N-dependent radius, during the process of
identifying candidate counterparts may be a better strategy. Note,
however, that Simpson et al. (2015b) found that by convolving
the ALMA maps with the SCUBA-2 beam, the radial separation
between the convolved ALMA map centroid and the SCUBA-2
source is indeed a function of the S/N of the SCUBA-2 detection
and consistent with Gaussian distribution.
Among the 52 ALMA SMGs in the training set, we found 27
that have radio counterparts matched to 1 5. While all 27 of
them have p< 0.1, 23 have p< 0.05 (the canonical value used
in the literature to select “robust” SMG counterparts). On the
other hand, if we look at all30 radio sources located within the
ALMA primary beam, 24 of them have p< 0.05. As a result,
the accuracy of identifying SMG counterparts using radio
sources with p< 0.05 is -+92 278 % (22/24),
15and that by using
15 Two ALMA SMGs, UDS 156.0 and UDS 156.1, are matched to the same
radio source.
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all radio sources (in this case p< 0.1) is only slightly lower at
-+87 2313% (26/30). In fact, the accuracy ranges between 85% and
100% if we adopt any choice of p below p= 0.1 as the
selection criterion, with no statistical difference (Figure 3).
Although the accuracy is indeed lower for radio-identiﬁed
counterparts with p= 0.05–0.1 at -+66 4334%, the result suffers
from small number statistics and the difference is insigniﬁcant.
In addition, these high-p sources are generally located farther
away from the pointing center (the centroid of the SCUBA-2
source), and the decrease in ALMA sensitivity for these
sources due to primary beam coverage could be the cause of
this slight but insigniﬁcant drop in accuracy.
On the other hand, we ﬁnd that the majority (88-+2512%; 23/
26) of the ALMA-conﬁrmed radio identiﬁcations are the
primary SMGs in the ALMA maps, deﬁned as those brightest
ALMA detections, which are found to dominate and contribute
on average of∼75% of the total ﬂux measured by SCUBA-2
(Simpson et al. 2015b), although 18%±9% (5/28) of the
primaries are not detected in the radio imaging.
In summary, we conclude that, at p<0.1, the accuracy of
the radio identiﬁcations does not appear to depend on the p-
value, and taking all radio sources within the ALMA primary
beam as the SMG counterparts actually yields better complete-
ness (27 out of 52; 52%± 12%) and an overall identiﬁcation
performance by maximizing the product of accuracy and
completeness.
3.2. MIPS 24 μm Identiﬁcations
We conduct a similar test of the p-value method using the
24μm MIPS counterparts. We found that of the 52 ALMA
SMGs, there are 21 that have MIPS counterparts matched to
within 2″, and among them 10 have p< 0.05. There are 27
MIPS sources in total located within the ALMA primary beams
of the 30 submillimeter sources, 14 of which have p< 0.05. The
percentage of p< 0.05 MIPS sources thatare conﬁrmed SMGs
is -+71 3029% (10/14), and that of all MIPS sources is -+78 2322% (21/
27). This is a slightly lower rate than for the radio, reﬂecting the
different strengths of the correlations between the radio and mid-
IR emission to the FIR/submillimeter, as well as the differing
levels of contaminations from foreground populations. More-
over, the FWHM of the 24 μm MIPS images is 6″, much worse
than that of the radio maps, and in this case source blending
becomes an issue. Deciding to what extent to match MIPS
sources to the ALMA SMGs is not straightforward. By
expanding the matching radius to 3″, almost all (24/27) MIPS
sources are matched to at least one ALMA-identiﬁed SMG.
However, we ﬁnd that by detailed comparison of the images
some of these MIPS sources are not correct counterparts. For this
reason we chose 2″ as a good balance to match most of the
obviously correct counterparts without including many spurious
ones. In the right panels of Figure 3 we show that, similar to the
radio counterparts, the accuracy of the MIPS counterparts does
not depend on the p values, and again, the completeness is
signiﬁcantly improved if one includes all MIPS sources that are
located within the ALMA primary beam. We stress that
changing the matching radius does not affect this result.
3.3. Optical–IR Triple Color (OIRTC)
Previous studies have shown that SMGs are in general red in
optical–NIR (OIR) colors such as i−K, J−K(DRGs),
Figure 3. Left: the upper panel shows a plot on the radio ﬂux vs. the p-value of all 52 ALMA-detected SMGs in the UDS ﬁeld (Simpson et al. 2015b), with upper
limits given for SMGs without radio counterparts to within 1 5. We identify where the SMGs are the primary source, meaning that they are the brightest sources if
there are multiple detections in the ALMA maps, as well as where they are fainter than the brightest SMG in the map. Single detections are counted as primaries, and
we also indicate the radio sources that are not detected in the ALMA imaging. The lower panel shows the accuracy and completeness of the identiﬁcations to all 52
SMGs and the combined product of accuracy and completeness for sources with p lower than speciﬁed values on the abscissa. Right: same as the left panels, but on
MIPS 24 μm sources.
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andK−[4.5] (KIEROs) (e.g., Smail et al. 2002; Dannerbauer
et al. 2004; Frayer et al. 2004; Wang et al. 2012), suggesting
high-z and dusty nature. OIR color cuts had therefore been used
to identify potential counterparts (e.g., Michałowski
et al. 2012). However, while adopting single color cuts might
select SMGs, the contaminations from the ﬁeld sources can
also be large. Color–color cuts, or characteristic density
distribution, based on the Spitzer mid-IR observations have
been proposed and used (Yun et al. 2008; Alberts et al. 2013;
Umehata et al. 2014). However, the training set for the mid-IR
color–color techniques isheterogeneous, usually mixing with
radio-, CO-, or SMA-identiﬁed SMGs, and the true accuracy
and completeness of each technique are hard to understand.
Armed with our ALMA data, which are based on a ﬂux-limited
SCUBA-2 sample, we can start looking into the best method
using OIR colors to select SMGcounterparts.
To separate SMGs from non-SMG ﬁeld galaxies using
multiwavelength photometry, we constructed a training set
based on the results of our ALMA follow-up observations,
which targeted 30 brighter SMGs selected in the UKIDSS-UDS
ﬁeld. We ﬁrst selected all K-band sources located within the
ALMA primary beam (17 4 FWHM) centered on the ALMA
pointings;we then matched the K-band sources to the ALMA-
detected SMGs presented in Simpson et al. (2015b) to within
1″ radius. By excluding one ALMA-detected SMG that is
likely to be lensed by a nearby foreground source and therefore
has its photometry contaminated (UDS286.0; Simpson et al.
2015a), in total the training sample comprises 164 K-band
sources, of which 30 out of 52 (∼60% of the ALMA-detected
SMGs) have S850> 1.5 mJy. However, taking the primary
beam correction into account, our ALMA observations are only
sensitive to sources with S850 2.7 mJy across the full ALMA
primary beam. To make a clean comparison and to derive our
model to separate SMGs from ﬁeld galaxies, out of the 30
SMGs in the training sample, we only include the 22 that have
S850 2.7 mJy as SMGs, and the rest with S850< 2.7 mJy are
regarded as part of the non-SMG comparison sample.
One way to identify possible parameters that can be used to
separate SMGs from non-SMG ﬁeld galaxies is to search for
correlations between S850 and the chosen parameters. In order
to do so, we use the maximal information coefﬁcient (MIC)
statistics of the MINE package (Reshef et al. 2011) to
determine the relative strength of the correlations between
S850 and the other source colors (for both ALMA-detected and
ALMA-undetected sources)and to identify the primary criteria
that isolate SMG counterparts from the contaminating ﬁeld
population located within the ALMA primary beam. The
advantage of MIC over other correlation coefﬁcients (such as
Pearson and Spearman) is that it can identify nonlinear
relationship types, such as exponential or sinusoidal relation
(Reshef et al. 2011).
We select the following colors to search for correlations to
S850 (assigning zero ﬂux to non-SMG comparisons): (U−V),
(V−J), (B−z), (z−K), (K−[3.6]), ([3.6]−[4.5]). Note that
we only consider measurements that have at least 3σ detections
in both bands used in the color. The best correlation is found in
the (z−K) color, followed by ([3.6]−[4.5]), (K−[3.6]), (B
−z), (V−J), and (U−V).16 In Figure 4 we compare the
histogram of the SMGs and the non-SMG comparisons in each
color. Indeed, the better the correlation in the MIC statistics, the
better the separation between the two populations, as revealed
in the higher fractions of SMGs in the redder colors,
quantitatively expressed as the SMG fraction (fOIRTC).=f N Ni i i,OIRTC ,SMG corresponds to the fraction of SMGs to
the total number of sources in each color bin i. The errors of
fOIRTC are estimated through Monte Carlo simulations, in
which we derive standard deviation of theSMG fraction with
100 realizations of randomly populated data points based on
their measured colors and errors, and the results are shown in
the upper panels of Figure 4.
In the three best-correlated colors (z−K), (K−[3.6]), and
([3.6]−[4.5]), SMGs are mostly located in the redder part of
the color space. At a typical SMG redshift, z∼ 2, these colors
correspond to roughly rest frame (U−R), (R−J), and
(J−H), suggesting that both the Balmer/4000 Å break and
dust extinction could be the cause of SMGs being red in these
colors (Simpson et al. 2014). Indeed, in Figure 5 we plot the
rest-frame UVJ color diagram of the UDS sample along with
the sources that are selected based on these three OIR colors
(OIRTC; described below)and ﬁnd that OIRTC-selected
sources are located in the regions where high AV is expected.
Moreover, >99% of the OIRTC-selected sources are located
at z>1.
Next, motivated by the distinct red color space that SMGs
occupy in (z−K), (K−[3.6]), and ([3.6]−[4.5]), we plot
three-dimensional (3D) color–color–color along with two-
dimensional (2D) color–color diagrams in Figure 6. Interest-
ingly, while the contamination fraction from the ﬁeld sources is
at best ∼30% in the single color histograms (reddest bin in
z−K; Figure 4), the 2D and 3D color diagram efﬁciently
remove most of the contaminants, revealing the red nature of
SMGs as they are mostly clustered in the reddest color space.
We note that the fainter SMGs with S850<2.7 mJy have
consistent colors to their brighter counterparts, except
[3.6]−[4.5], in which the fainter SMGs are bluer (median
color 0.25± 0.03 versus 0.46± 0.04).
To select SMGs, by considering the product of accuracy and
completeness, we propose the following triple-color cut:
- >  -
>  - >
z K K1.1 3.6
1.25 3.6 4.5 0.22,
( ) ( [ ])
([ ] [ ])
where ∧ is the logical AND symbol. This triple-color cut works
the best if the source has at least two color measurements.
Based on the training sample, the triple-color cut successfully
selects an SMG -+86 2414% (24/28) of the time and has a
completeness of 46%±11% (24/52).
While color cuts are easy to adopt, they do not consider
information on the errors in the color measurements, and the
selected cuts are somewhat arbitrary. Below we employ a
different approach, the OIRTC technique, whichaccounts for
the uncertainties of the color measurements, and deﬁne cuts in
a quantitative way.
The SMG fraction (fOIRTC) shown in Figure 4 represents the
fractional number density in each color bin, and its calculation
takes color errors into account, as the uncertainties of fOIRTC are
obtained through Monte Carlo simulations. By describing
fOIRTC with model functions and calibrating the training set
with those models, it is possible to determine cuts in a
quantitative way.
16 We also note that the MIC analysis identiﬁes radio emission as a powerful
indicator of the correct ALMA counterpart, while indicating that MIPS 24 μm
emission provides no statistically compelling indication of the correct
identiﬁcation.
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We therefore ﬁrst model fOIRTC as a function of color by
ﬁtting a functional form, parameterized as + - -a e1 b x c( )( ) , in
which x is the corresponding color. The parameterization is
similar to the Fermi–Dirac distribution, which provides an
appropriate description to the distribution of the measured
fOIRTC, where the fractions on both sides of the color space
converge, connecting by a smooth transition in between. When
the colors are very red, the function converges to 1/a, and to 0
when the colors are very blue. The parameter b describes the
sharpness of the transition, whereas the parameter c gives the
color at which the value equals 1/(a+1). The best-ﬁt forms of
this function are shown in Figure 7, which all ﬁt the distributions
well (χ2 1), and we have conﬁrmed that they are not sensitive
to the chosen binning. The ﬁtting results are given in Table 1.
Based on the best-ﬁt parameterized model, we then calculate
the weighted-mean SMG fraction, á ñfOIRTC , deﬁned as
å
åá ñ =
´
f
f W
W
, 2i
i i
i i
OIRTC
,OIRTC ( )
where i= z−K, K−[3.6], [3.6]−[4.5]and s=W Ni i i2
represents the weight of each color, and Ni= 148, 161, and
147, respectively, is the number of available measurements in
the training set for each color. As a result ofthe sensitivity and
coverage of the imaging, 80% (132/164) of the training sample
have all three colormeasurements (i.e.,3σ detections in both
bands used in the color), and three ﬁeld sources have only one
or none. Thus, the mean SMG fraction is weighted, for each
color, by both the model uncertainties and the number of
available measurements in the training sample. Because of the
nature of this training sample, when applying the OIRTC
technique to identify candidate counterparts in the whole
SCUBA-2 sample, we only consider sources that have at least
two color measurements.
Based on the best-ﬁt models, we derive á ñfOIRTC based on the
color measurements of every source in the training sample, and
we plot the results in Figure 8. We ﬁnd that, within the training
sample, the mean SMG fraction of á ñ =f 0.05OIRTC best
Figure 4. Lower section in each subpanel: histograms in each speciﬁed color of the training sample, which are 164 K-band sources that are located within the primary
beam of our 30 ALMA observations in the UDS (Simpson et al. 2015b), with red representing the 22 SMGs with S850> 2.7 mJy that have matches to the K-band sources
within 1″. The non-SMG ﬁeld sources are shown in blue. Upper panels in each subpanel:SMG fraction as calculated by dividing the number of SMGs bythe total number
of sources in each color bin. The errors are estimated through Monte Carlo simulations, in which we derive thestandard deviation of theSMG fraction with 100
realizations of randomly populated data points based on their measured colors and errors. Distinct color distributions between SMGs and ﬁeld sources are found in (z−K),
(K−[3.6]), and ([3.6]−[4.5]), which are used to develop our OIRTC technique (Section 3.3). At a typical SMG redshift, z ∼ 2, these colors correspond to roughly rest
frame (U−R), (R−J), and (J−H), suggesting thatboth the Balmer/4000 Å break and dust extinction could be the cause of SMGs being red in these colors.
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separates the SMG and non-SMG populations, if we maximize
the product of accuracy and completeness. Above the cut of the
á ñ =f 0.05OIRTC , the accuracy of correct SMG identiﬁcation is
-+87 2313% (27/31), and the completeness is 52% ±12% (27/52).
Interestingly, although we only used SMGs with
S850 2.7 mJy to derive models of the SMG fraction, the
model is equally successful in identifying fainter SMGs, in
which 75% (6/8) are above the cut. While tentative evidence of
bluer colors for SMGs with S850 1 mJy has been reported by
Hatsukade et al. (2015), we ﬁnd that in the S850 1 mJy regime
there are no strong color variations among SMGs with different
ﬂuxes. Furthermore, those non-SMG comparisons with high
á ñfOIRTC could also be faint SMGs with S850< 2.7 mJy that are
undetected by ALMA because they are located in the outskirts
of the ALMA pointings, where the sensitivity is slightly poorer.
In summary, the OIRTC technique performs slightly better
thanthe triple-color cut in both accuracy and completeness,
although subject to the size of the training sample, the
differences are not statistically signiﬁcant. We nevertheless
adopt the OIRTC technique as the main method for selecting
SMGs using optical–infrared colors as it performs the best in
the training set. We note that our basic results are not sensitive
to the chosen method.
3.4. Our Methodology: Radio+OIRTC Identiﬁcations
The test results shown in Sections 3.1–3.3 are summarized in
Table 2, which demonstrate that the accuracy of both radio and
OIRTC identiﬁcation is 87%, while the MIPS identiﬁcation is
less accurate, with an additional issue of larger positional
uncertainty. In addition, as hinted in Figure 8, the radio and
OIRTC selections compliment each other in identifying SMGs
in different ﬂux ranges—at S850>6 mJy ﬁve SMGs can only
be identiﬁed by radio, while all the SMGs that can be selected
by theOIRTC techniquebut are missed in radiohave
S850<6 mJy.
In Figure 9 we plot the 850 μm ﬂux distribution of the
ALMA SMGs, in which the subsamples of SMGs identiﬁed by
different methods are highlighted. Indeed, we ﬁnd that while
the radio sources preferentially identify brighter SMGs, the
color analysis picks up fainter ones, and MIPS-identiﬁed SMGs
have S850 in between, as revealed in the median ﬂux of SMGs
each method identiﬁes. By combining the radio sources and the
OIRTC technique, we are able to identify 35 out of 52 ALMA
SMGs (67%± 14% completeness), with the accuracy of
-+83 1917% (35/42). We emphasize that of all52 ALMA-detected
SMGs, 14 have no counterpart in any of our ancillary images.
In other words, the radio+OIRTC can identify all but three
(92%; 35/38) ALMA SMGs,which canpossibly be identiﬁed
in other wavebands. We also ﬁnd that all but one of the MIPS-
identiﬁed SMGs can be selected through either radio or
optical–IR color. In addition to the lower positional accuracy of
MIPS sources, adding them into the counterpart selection
method does not provide better results considering both
accuracy and completeness.
As a result of this analysis, in this study we adopt the radio
+OIRTC technique as our major tool to identify the candidate
SMG counterparts of SCUBA-2-detected submillimeter
sources. Operationally,this involves us taking all the radio
sources that are matched to the submillimeter sources to within
8 7, supplemented by the radio-undetected, K-selected sources
identiﬁed using the OIRTC technique as candidate SMG
counterparts. The chosen search radius of 8 7, based on the
theoretical calculations assuming Gaussian distribution
(σ∼0.6 (S/N)−1 FWHM; Ivison et al. 2007), corresponds to
a 4σ positional uncertainty for a 4σ SCUBA-2 detection (14 5
FWHM). The search radius of 8 7 also matchesour ALMA
primary beam, within which the training set is obtained.
3.4.1. Testing Our Identiﬁcation Methodology
We test our counterpart identiﬁcation technique on two
independent samples that are obtained from ALMA and SMA
observations. The ﬁrst sample of 12 is based on the SMA
observations on nine of our MAIN SCUBA-2 sources (none
overlapwith the ALMA targets). The rms noise ranges
between σ= 1 and2 mJy beam−1, with a synthesized
beam∼2″ FWHM (Chapman et al. 2016, in preparation). The
second test sample is the ALESS MAIN sample with 99 ALMA-
detected SMGs, constructed by an ALMA follow-up study at
870 μm on a ﬂux-limited sample of 126 single-dish submilli-
meter sources detected on the LABOCA maps in the Extended
Chandra Deep Field South (ECDFS; Hodge et al. 2013). The
ALESS observations have a median rms of σ ∼
0.4 mJy beam−1, with a synthesized beam of ∼1 6 FWHM.
For the SMA sample, by excluding one source that is
associated with a Class= 2 SCUBA-2 source (UDS.0010;
although that source is accurately predicted by our identiﬁca-
tion method), we successfully identify 6 out of 11 sources
(completeness= 55%± 28%) with an accuracy of -+70 3430% (7/
10). While the SMA sample might be too small, both
completeness and accuracy are consistent with our training
results.
To compare to the second test sample, we ﬁrst take the
IRAC-based photometric catalog of sources in ECDFS from
Simpson et al. (2014). This includes 13-band photometry from
the Uband to 8 μm and derived photometric redshifts using
HYPERZ (Bolzonella et al. 2000) for∼45,000 sources in the
whole ﬁeld. We then take those sources lying within the
ALMA primary beam centered at the positions of the 88 LESS
submillimeter sources from Weiss et al. (2009) for which there
Figure 5. Rest-frame UVJ diagram for z>1 sources. The red points represent
the sources that are selected by the OIRTC technique, and thegrayscale
background shows the density of the ﬁeld galaxies in UDS, with higher density
corresponding to darker color. Note that the pattern of the distribution is
quantized owingto the EAZY template ﬁtting for deriving zphoto (Section 2.3).
This is to show that themajority of the OIRTC-selected sources are at z>1
and occupy the color regions in which high dust extinction is expected.
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are good-quality ALMA maps from Hodge et al. (2013). This
yields a total of 326 sources, and we match these to the ALESS
main sample to within 1 5 radius. This yields 64 ALESS
SMGs with IRAC counterparts and 262 non-SMG sources. We
also match to this catalog the catalog of 1.4 GHz VLA 5σ
radio sources from Biggs et al. (2011). Finally, we generate a
counterpart candidate catalog based on our radio+OIRTC
technique, in which we ﬁnd an accuracy of 82% ±17% (40/
49) and completeness of 40%±8% (40/99), which are
consistent with the robust identiﬁcations based on the p-values
presented in Biggs et al. (2011) (Hodge et al. 2013).
This test result is very encouraging considering that the
OIRTC model is derived based on our K-selected training
sample in UDS, completely different fromthe IRAC-selected
photometric sample in ECDFS, yet our empirical method yields
matched results to that based on the p-values. Perhaps more
importantly, as theALESS SMGs have fainter 850 μm ﬂuxes
(median ﬂux of S850= 2.5 mJy versus S850= 4.2 mJy for the
ALMA-UDS sample), the equally high success rate for the
ALESS sample suggests that the radio properties and/or the
OIR colors do not vary signiﬁcantly as a function of 850 μm
ﬂuxes. This result reassures us that our method does not suffer
from a bias owing to the fact that the ALMA training sample is
biased toward brighter SCUBA-2 sources.
A slightly lower completeness on ALESS, on the other hand,
is caused by the fact that there are more fainter SMGs, which
are more likely to have no detectable counterpart. The ﬁnding
of a different completeness in ALESS compared to that of our
ALMA training sample also highlights the fact that the depth of
the ancillary data affects the completeness of the
identiﬁcations.
3.4.2. What Are We Missing?
Before we proceed and discuss the scientiﬁc implications, it
is important to understand what SMGs are missed by our
identiﬁcation process. In Figure 10 we plot the expected ﬂux
densities of an SMG as a function of redshift at 2.2 μm, 24 μm,
850 μm, and 20 cm. We adopt an SED shape based on the
Cosmic Eyelash, a strongly lensed SMG with a typical intrinsic
S850 similar to that of the SMGs we are probing (Swinbank
et al. 2010), normalized to a total star formation rate (SFR) of
500Me yr
−1 (unlensed S850∼3 mJy) assuming a Salpeter
initial mass function. We also plot the results based on the
composite rest-frame SED of the ALESS SMGs (Simpson et al.
2014; Swinbank et al. 2014).
First of all, as the SEDs are matched to the same LIR, it is not
surprising that both SEDs have similar 850 μm and radio ﬂuxes
as a function of redshift. However, ALESS SMGs have
Figure 6. Triple-color (topleft) or color–color diagrams in z−K, K−[3.6], and [3.6]−[4.5]. The large circles are SMGs, color-scaled based on their S850, and blue
dots are ﬁeld sources. The top and left panels in the color–color diagrams are histograms in each speciﬁed color, normalized to the total number of sources in each
category, with assigned colors that are the same as those in Figure 4. The SMGs are distinctively red compared to the non-SMG ﬁeld sources in all three colors. The
proposed color cuts (dashed lines) are given in Section 3.3.
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brighter observed 24 μm ﬂuxes and bluer color in optical/NIR
as shown in a shallower decrease on the observed 2.2 μm ﬂux.
We attribute this effect to the selection bias. As shown in
Simpson et al. (2014) and Swinbank et al. (2014), by necessity
the composite rest-frame SED of the ALESS SMGs can only
be constructed for those sources that have well-constrained
photometric redshifts, meaning thatthey are preferentially
brighter, especially in the optical/UV. In addition, the
comparable detection limits in the optical–IR wavebands in
the ECDFS (the location of the ALESS SMGs) biasthe
detection toward bluer SMGs.
Figure 10 nicely illustrates that the negative K-correction of
850 μm allows us to detect SMGs in a wide range of the
redshift space (Blain et al. 2002), while optical–IR and radio
suffer from positive K-corrections. The main implication is
that our methodology of identifying counterpart candidates
using radio/OIR imaging is likely to miss the high-redshift
SMGs, as seen in Figure 10 and many other studies in the
literature (e.g., Walter et al. 2012; Riechers et al. 2013). We
are also likely to miss more faint SMGs than the bright ones,
providedthat the mean redshift of the faint SMGs is similar
toor higher than that of the bright ones (e.g., Chen
et al. 2014; Simpson et al. 2014), and the SEDs of the fainter
SMGs do not differ signiﬁcantly compared to the brighter
ones. On the other hand, thanks to the deep K-band imaging
available in UDS, given the same LIR,higher-redshift SMGs
are more likely to be detected in NIR than in radio or at
24 μm. Indeed, in Section 4.3 we show that our OIRTC
technique identiﬁes SMG counterparts that have redshift
distributions skewed toward higher redshifts compared to
those with radio counterparts.
Figure 7. SMG fractions (fOIRTC) for each speciﬁed color. The measurements
are the same as those shown in Figure 4, while the gray curves and the shaded
regions are the best-ﬁt models with χ2  1 and their 1σ errors. These models
are then used to determine the cut that best separates the SMGs from the non-
SMG ﬁeld galaxies in the training sample. Detailed descriptions of the model
ﬁts are given in Section 3.3.
Table 1
Best χ2 Fits on the SMG Fraction (fOIRTC)
Color a b c
z−K 1.34±0.31 2.71±0.80 2.61±0.24
K−[3.6] 2.35±0.31 17.40±12.74 1.20±0.08
[3.6]−[4.5] 2.65±0.34 80.0 0.28±0.02
Note. All errors are obtained assuming Δχ2 = 1 except the b value for
[3.6]−[4.5], which is the maximum value we set to prevent numerical
overﬂow in the ﬁtting process. Our results are not sensitive to this choice.
Figure 8. Left:mean SMG fraction (á ñfOIRTC ) of all 164 K-band sources that
are located within the primary beam of our 30 ALMA observations in the UDS.
For each source, based on the parameterized ﬁts shown in Figure 7, á ñfOIRTC is
calculated by taking the weighted averaging of all the corresponding values
obtained from each measured color. We show both the non-SMG ﬁeld sources
(those not detected by ALMA) and the ALMA-detected SMGs. The color
points enclosed by a circle are those with radio counterparts (matched within
1 5). The openblack circles are radio-detected SMGs that do not have K-band
counterparts, and thus we arbitrarily set their á ñfOIRTC to −0.05. The fact that
most radio-detected, K-undetected ALMA SMGs have S850>6 mJy and all K-
detected, radio-undetected ALMA SMGs have S850<6 mJy highlights the fact
that these two ID methods compliment each other in ﬂux space, which is
further explored in Section 3.4. We ﬁnd that a threshold of á ñfOIRTC 0.05,
shown by the horizontal line, best separates the SMGs and the non-SMG ﬁeld
galaxies when judged on both accuracy and completeness. Right:distribution
of á ñfOIRTC for SMGs and non-SMGs, normalized to the total number of sources
in each category. Detailed discussions on this ﬁgure can be found in
Section 3.3.
Table 2
Test Results Using the ALMA Training Sample
Method Accuracy Completeness
Radio -+87 2313% (26/30) 52%±12% (27/52)
MIPS -+78 2322% (21/27) 40%±10% (21/52)
OIRTC -+87 2313% (27/31) 52%±12% (27/52)
Radio+OIRTC -+83 1917% (35/42) 67%±14% (35/52)
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1. IDs for the Entire SCUBA-2 UDS Sample
We now apply our radio/optical–IR method to the full
SCUBA-2 UDS sample. For the MAIN sample of 716 4σ
submillimeter sources, we identify candidate counterparts to
498, from which 129 have two candidate SMG counterparts,
30 have three, and three submillimeter sources have four
SMG candidate counterparts. Example thumbnails on4σ
submillimeter sources with3 candidatecounterpartsare
shown in Figure 11, and thumbnails for all10883.5σ sources
can be found in the Appendix. Therefore, we identify
counterparts for 70%±4% (498/716) of the MAIN SMG
sample, and the fraction of sources having multiple candidate
counterparts (multiple fraction) is 33%±3% (163/498).
However, because not all the SCUBA-2 sources are covered
by both radio andmore than three OIR wavebands needed for
the OIRTC technique, each SCUBA-2 source is assigned to
one of the three different classes, which are deﬁned based on
the following scheme:
1. Class= 1: within the search radius of 8 7 from the
SCUBA-2 position, sources that are covered by the radio
imaging, and also qualiﬁed for the OIRTC technique
(having at least two color measurements among z− K,
K−[3.6], [3.6]−[4.5]).
2. Class= 2: sources that are only covered by the radio
imaging, but lack the coverage necessary for the OIRTC
technique (or only have it in part of the region within the
search radius).
3. Class= 3: sources that are not covered by the radio
imagingand not covered by the OIRTC technique either
(or only covered in part of the region within the search
radius).
For the 716 MAIN SCUBA-2 sources, 523 are Class= 1,
191 are Class= 2, and 2 are Class= 3, and their spatial
distribution is shown in Figure 2. For Class= 1 sources we
identify candidate counterparts to 421, from which 124 have
two candidate SMG counterparts, 28 have three, and three
submillimeter sources have four SMG candidate counterparts.
Therefore, for theClass= 1 MAIN sample we ﬁnd an overall
identiﬁcation rate of 80% ±5% (421/523) and a multiple
fraction of 37% ±3% (155/421). The numbers are much
lower for theClass= 2 MAIN sample, with an ID rate of
40%±5% (77/191) and a multiple fraction of 9%±4% (7/
77). By construction there would be no ID for Class= 3
sources.
Figure 9. Histograms of S850 for the 52 ALMA-detected SMGs in the UDS
ﬁeld from Simpson et al. (2015b). The total sample is plotted, as well as the
various subsamples thatare identiﬁed through the radio, optical–IR, or MIPS
mid-IR selection techniques (the vertical lines and corresponding horizontal
bands show the median ﬂux and the bootstrapped errors for each subsample).
We ﬁnd that a given SMG can be identiﬁed by several different methods, but
the combination of radio+OIR ﬁnds most of the SMGs (Section 3.4).
Figure 10. Expected ﬂux densities in mJy as a function of redshift based on the
SED of SMM J2135–0102 (Cosmic Eyelash; Swinbank et al. 2010) normalized
to a total SFR of 500 Me yr
−1. The thin solid curves are redshifted ﬂux
densities based on the composite SED of the ALESS SMGs, with its infrared
luminosity scaled to match that of the SMM J2135–0102 track. Thick solid
curves represent the predicted ﬂuxes at 2.2 μm, 24 μm, 850 μm, and 20 cm.
The dashed horizontal lines marks the sensitivity of each of the identiﬁcation
wavebands—showing that the deep K-band imaging in UDS is sensitive
enough to detect a given SMG to a highest redshift among the K/24 μm/radio
imaging.
Figure 11. False-color [3.6] – K – z ( - -r g b) thumbnails of example 4σ
Class = 1 submillimeter sources with three or four candidate SMG counter-
parts. Each box is 25″×25″,and the large dashed circles show the counterpart
searching area with a radius of 8 7. The solid squares and circles mark the
counterpart candidates identiﬁed through theOIRTC technique and radio
imaging, respectively. We only show circles if sources are identiﬁed by both
radio and OIRTC. The magenta points are ALMA-detected SMGs with the ID
numbers adopted from Simpson et al. (2015b). All the example sources are
Class = 1, which is shown with a cyan background for each ID number
(matched to the color scheme adopted in Figure 2). Detailed information on
each counterpart candidate can be found in Table 3, and the thumbnails of
all∼1000  3.5σ submillimeter sources can be found in the Appendix.
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Among the training sample, three of the ALMA pointings,
including seven ALMA-detected SMGs, are classiﬁed as
Class= 2 (UDS306, UDS47, and UDS408 in Simpson et al.
2015b), while the rest are Class= 1 sources. Therefore, for the
Class= 1 sources, based on the training sample we expect the
identiﬁcation accuracy to be 82%±20% (31/38)and the
completeness to be 69%±16% (31/45), while for the Class= 2
sources,where only radio coverage is available, based on
Section 3.1 we expect an identiﬁcation accuracy of -+87 2313%and
a completeness of 52% ±12%. However, because the training
sample was selected from the typically brighter (S850>8mJy)
sources, the ALMA follow-up observations on all theSCUBA-2
SMGs are likely to produce more fainter SMGs with S850< 4mJy
than those in the training sample. We therefore expect the overall
completeness to be less than the numbers quoted above.
To estimate the true completeness with our method on SMGs
with S850>1 mJy that are located within the beam area of the
SCUBA-2 sources, we assume that we have ALMA follow-up
observations for the rest of the SCUBA-2 sample, and we
model the results by assuming for each SCUBA-2 source a
40% chance that it breaks into two subcomponents (see
Section 4.2 regarding the multiple fraction for the SCUBA-2
sources). We then assume that for those broken into
subcomponents, the ﬂux contribution is 75% and 25% of the
SCUBA-2 ﬂux, respectively, based on Simpson et al. (2015b).
We then apply the identiﬁcation rate based on Figure 9 to the
model ﬂux distributionand compute the completeness by
dividing the expected number of identiﬁcations bythe total
number of the model SMGs. We obtain a completeness
of ∼60%.
For the 258 Class= 1 submillimeter sources in the
SUPPLEMENTARY 3.5σ–4σ sample, we ﬁnd candidate counterparts
to 166, with 39 having multiple counterparts. The slightly
lower fractions in identiﬁcation rate (64%± 6%) and multiple
fraction (23%± 4%) in the tentative sample could be due to the
expected higher spurious rate (∼10%). The full identiﬁcations
are given in Table 3 and Table 4, and the multiwavelength
thumbnails are plotted in Figures 16 and 17.
We stress that our counterpart identiﬁcation method is
trained based on the ALMA follow-up observations on part of
our sample SCUBA-2 SMGs in UDSand aims to provide all
counterpart candidates with S850>1 mJy.
4.2. Identiﬁcation Rate and Multiple Fraction
In Section 3.4.1 we show that, for the4σ Class= 1
submillimeter sources, 81%±5% (the identiﬁcation rate) have
at least one counterpart candidate, and 37%±3% (multiple
fraction) have more than one. In Figure 12 we plot the
identiﬁcation rate and the multiple fraction as a function of the
SCUBA-2 ﬂuxes. We ﬁnd a ∼90% identiﬁcation rate for
submillimeter sources with S850> 5 mJyand∼70% for those
with S850= 3–5 mJy. The SCUBA-2 sources that were
observed by ALMA are not signiﬁcantly different. These
results are in good agreement with ALESS (Hodge et al. 2013),
in which they also found a >80% ID rate for S850> 3 mJy. The
decrease in the identiﬁcation rate for fainter submillimeter
sources is likely to continue to the S850< 3 mJy regime, which
is shown to drop to50% (e.g., Hodge et al. 2013; Chen
et al. 2014; Fujimoto et al. 2016).
Interferometric follow-up observations have shown that
single-dish SMGs are likely composed with multiple compo-
nents. First,tentative evidence for multiplicity came from
radio-identiﬁed counterparts (e.g., Ivison et al. 2002). Subse-
quently, the true conﬁrmation with submillimeter interferome-
try came from Wang et al. (2011) and many other studies
(Barger et al. 2012, 2014; Hodge et al. 2013; Bussmann et al.
2015; Simpson et al. 2015b). However, these studies differ in
the multiple fraction, which ranges from 10% to 70%
depending on the depth of the follow-up observations
(Chen et al. 2013b). The most recent ALMA results suggest
moderate multiplicity, ∼60% for submillimeter sources with
S850∼ 8 mJy, with the primary source contributing on
average∼75% of thetotal ﬂux from the single-dish source
(Simpson et al. 2015b).
In Figure 12 we also show our results on the multiple
fraction to the4σ Class= 1 SCUBA-2 sample. We ﬁnd a
constant multiple fraction of∼40% as a function of 850 μm
ﬂux, with a positive (but not signiﬁcant) slope. While the
ALMA imaging reveals multiple fractions in broad agreement
with ours, a noticeable but not signiﬁcant increase (decrease)
can be seen in the brightest (faintest) bin, making a correlation
between multiple fraction and 850 μm ﬂux from SCUBA-2
slightly more signiﬁcant. This can be explained by the fact that,
in the multiple systems revealed by the ALMA imaging, many
of the fainter companions have S850< 3 mJy, making them
unlikely to be identiﬁed through our method, or any other
multiwavelength identiﬁcation methods, as they are usually
undetected at almost all other wavelengths. On the other hand,
a slightly lower multiple fraction in the faintest bin can be
explained by the sensitivity of the ALMA imaging. The median
sensitivity of the ALMA observations is 0.26 mJy beam−1,
providing a 4σ detection limit of ∼1 mJy in the central
regionand 2 mJy within the primary beam. Assuming that the
secondary sources contribute to 25% of the total SCUBA-2 ﬂux
(Simpson et al. 2015b), the ALMA observations can detect the
secondary SMGs for SCUBA-2 sources with S850> 8 mJy. For
SCUBA-2 sources fainter than S850< 8 mJy, the ALMA
observations are not sensitive enough to detect the secondary
sources if located close to the edge of the primary beam,
biasing the fraction toward a lower multiple value. We
conclude that, for follow-up observations that are sensitive to
S850∼ 1 mJy across the whole ALMA beam area, the true
multiple fraction for single-dish submillimeter sources with
850 μm ﬂuxes of S850 4 mJy is likely to be higher than 40%.
4.3. Redshift Distribution
In Figure 13 we plot the redshift distribution of the
counterpart candidates of the4σ Class= 1 SCUBA-2
sources, in which we also show the distribution of those that
have radio counterparts, ALESS (Simpson et al. 2014), and our
ALMA pilot study in UDS (Simpson et al. 2016, in
preparation).
The median redshift of the counterpart candidates of
our4σ Class= 1 SCUBA-2 SMGs is z= 2.3±0.1, and that
based on the radio identiﬁcations is z= 1.9±0.1. The median
redshift of the ALMA-UDS sample is slightly higher at
z= 2.7±0.2. The difference is not signiﬁcant, but this could
suggest a dependency between 850 μm ﬂux and redshift, since
the ALMA-UDS sample is much brighter. By conducting
photometric redshift analysis on ALESS SMGs, Simpson et al.
(2014) found a weak trend between 870 μm ﬂux and redshift.
However, after accounting for the selection bias, Simpson et al.
conclude that the median redshift is likely not dependent on the
870 μm ﬂux. A weak positive or nonexisting trend is in contrast
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Table 3
Candidate SMG Counterparts of the MAIN SCUBA-2 Sources
S2CLS ID SMG R.A. SMG Decl. Class #ID ID_ID Radio R.A. Radio Decl. K-band R.A. K-band Decl. zphoto p á ñfOIRTC
(Degree) (Degree) (Degree) (Degree) (Degree) (Degree)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13)
UDS.0001 34.62821 −5.52522 1 1 ID1 34.62779 −5.52542 34.62772 −5.52550 -+1.46 0.090.08 0.001 K
UDS.0002 34.60139 −5.38246 1 2 ID1* 34.60079 −5.38225 34.60096 −5.38252 -+2.32 0.360.54 0.005 K
ID2 K K 34.60195 −5.38018 -+3.59 0.551.25 K 0.41
UDS.0003 34.83828 −4.94792 1 2 ID1* 34.83821 −4.94767 34.83803 −4.94742 -+1.31 0.100.48 0.004 K
ID2* K K 34.83917 −4.94688 -+2.64 0.360.23 K 0.31
UDS.0004 34.20033 −5.02520 1 1 ID1* 34.19967 −5.02492 34.19973 −5.02490 -+3.10 0.280.22 0.019 K
UDS.0005 34.35754 −5.42691 1 1 ID1* 34.35725 −5.42819 34.35732 −5.42826 -+0.44 0.050.02 0.025 K
UDS.0006 34.52381 −5.18080 1 1 ID1* 34.52354 −5.18039 34.52376 −5.18043 -+3.59 0.280.40 0.009 K
UDS.0007 34.37708 −5.32302 1 1 ID1* 34.37688 −5.32289 K K K 0.005 K
UDS.0008 34.51268 −5.47858 1 2 ID1* 34.51250 −5.47833 34.51251 −5.47821 -+3.46 0.200.47 0.004 K
(This table is available in its entirety in machine-readable form.)
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with recent predictions by Cowley et al. (2015a), who, based
on their semianalytic model, predict a negative trend between
850 μm ﬂux and redshift.
To obtain errors of the redshift distribution, we perform
Monte Carlo simulations based on both the Poisson statistics
and uncertainties in the photometric redshifts. We take the
errors estimated from the Monte Carlo simulations and ﬁt the
distribution with a lognormal function described as
p= +
- m+ - +dN
dz
z
A
z B2 1
e . 3
z z
B
ln 1 ln 1 2
2 2( )
( )
( )
[ ( ) ( )]
The best-ﬁt parameters are A= 74.6±4.3, B= 0.23±0.01,
and zμ= 2.30±0.05, with a reduced χ
2= 1.4.
In addition, we observe two peaks in our redshift distribu-
tion, one at z∼ 1.6and the other at z∼ 2.5 (although
considering both the Poisson statistics and uncertainties in
the photometric redshifts, a lognormal formalism still provides
agood ﬁt to the redshift distribution). The former corresponds
to the known z= 1.62 galaxy cluster Cl 0218.3−0510 (e.g.,
Papovich et al. 2010), which our previous work has shown
likely contains a population of submillimeter-detected ULIRGs
(Smail et al. 2014). In contrast, there areno pre-known large-
scale structures at z∼ 2.5 in UDS.
As discussed earlier, our redshift distribution is likely to be
biased against high-redshift sources, which are essentially too
faint to be detected in the NIR survey (Section 3.4.2). To
illustrate this bias in another way, we measure the weighted
average ﬂuxes at 250, 350, 500, and 850 μm by stacking on the
SPIRE and SCUBA-2 maps at the SCUBA-2 source positions.
The measurements are made on the SCUBA-2 sources that
have candidate SMG counterparts, those that have radio
candidate counterparts, and those without any counterpart
identiﬁcation. We plot the results as FIR colors in Figure 14, in
which we ﬁnd that SCUBA-2 sources with radio identiﬁcations
have the bluest color, followed by those with any kind of
identiﬁcations, and those without counterpart candidates are the
reddest. Following Amblard et al. (2010) and Ivison et al.
(2012), we derive expected FIR colors on 106 graybody spectra
assuming a single dust temperature, Td, where the ﬂux density
nµ -n b n+f exp 1hkT3 d( )( ) . To account for the ﬂux uncer-
tainties in the data, each model ﬂux density is randomly
deviated by 10% assuming Gaussian distribution. We explore
the parameter space at 15Td45, 1β2.5, and
0z5, and the results are plotted in Figure 14 in color
scale. Clearly, the redder the FIR color, the higher redshift the
source is likely to be at.
In Figure 14 we also plot the stacked SEDs along with the
best-ﬁt template SEDs based on SMMJ2135–0102 and
ALESS SMGs. We ﬁnd the with either template the best-ﬁt
redshift of the SCUBA-2 sources that have candidate counter-
parts is z= 2.5, while that of the sources without any candidate
counterpart is z= 3.3, consistent with the higher-z nature on
sources without candidate counterpartssuggested by the FIR
color–color diagram.
The redder FIR color of the SCUBA-2 sources without
counterpart identiﬁcation supports the idea that these sources
are on average at higher redshift compared to those with
counterpart candidates. Furthermore, the fact that sources with
both radio and OIRTC identiﬁcations are slightly redder than
those that only have radio counterparts also supports the idea
stated in the previous sections that theOIRTC technique ﬁnds
candidates at slightly higher redshifts.
To roughly estimate the median redshift of the complete4σ
Class= 1 submillimeter sources, we set the redshifts for
the20% (102/523) that do not have any counterpart candidate
to z= 3. We assume a multiple fraction of 40% based on the
results from Section 4.2, and we ﬁnd the median redshift
shifting to z= 2.6±0.1. This result is not sensitive to the
assumed multiple fraction.
Recently, simulations have suggested that redshift distribu-
tions of dusty galaxies are dependent ontheir selecting FIR
wavelength, in a sense that observations at longer wavelengths
tend to select higher-redshift sources (e.g., Zavala et al. 2014;
Béthermin et al. 2015). This selection bias is also supported by
many observations (e.g., Chapin et al. 2009; Smolčić
et al. 2012; Yun et al. 2012; Casey et al. 2013; Weiss et al.
2013; Miettinen et al. 2015). While in some cases the
differences could be negligible considering the uncertainties
of the measurements, to ensure like-to-like comparisons, we
only compare our results with those that are also based on the
observations that were carried out at 850/870 μm.
Chapman et al. (2005, hereafterC05) reported a median
redshift of 2.2±0.1 based on a sample of SCUBA-detected,
radio-identiﬁed, and spectroscopically conﬁrmed SMGs. Our
radio-identiﬁed counterpart candidates have a median redshift
z= 1.9±0.1, slightly lower thanbut still consistent with that
of C05. This is expected as the radio imaging used in C05 is on
average slightly deeper than that used in this work, and thus
C05 might select SMGs with slightly higher redshifts
(Section 3.4.2). Indeed, by only considering samples of C05
that are covered by 1.4 GHz VLA imaging with a radio depth
Figure 12. Top:fraction of SCUBA-2 sources that have at least one candidate
SMG counterpart (identiﬁcation rate) in percentage as a function of measured
S850 for the submillimeter sources in the SCUBA-2 map. The errors are Poisson
uncertainties for each equal-number bin. We show the results for the 524  4σ
Class = 1 SCUBA-2 sources that are covered by radio and at least three of the
z, K, 3.6 μm,or 4.5 μm bands that are used for the OIRTC technique. We also
illustrate the same quantities for those SCUBA-2 sources thatwere observed
by ALMA in our Cycle 1 pilot study. We conﬁrm a decreasing trend of
identiﬁcation fraction with decreasing S850. Bottom: fraction of SCUBA-2
sources that have more than one counterpart candidate (multiple fraction). The
color coding is the same as the panel above, except that we also show the
results based on the ALMA imaging on 27 of our SCUBA-2 sources. We argue
that the true multiple fraction for single-dish submillimeter sources with
S850  4 mJy is likely 40%, providedthat follow-up observations are
sensitive to ∼1 mJy across the whole ALMA beam area.
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of 1σ10 μJy, the median redshift of theC05 sample
becomes z= 1.9±0.4.
Simpson et al. (2014) reported a median redshift of
z= 2.3±0.1 for 77 ALESS ALMA SMGs that have sufﬁcient
optical and NIR photometry to derive reliable photometric
redshifts. Our result is in excellent agreement with that of
Simpson et al. (2014). Furthermore, for the remaining 19
ALESS SMGs that do not have sufﬁcient photometry, Simpson
et al. (2014) argued that these are likely at z> 3, and by placing
them in the high-redshift tail, the median redshift is raised to
z= 2.5±0.2, which is again in good agreement with our
estimate after accounting for the SCUBA-2 sources that do not
have any identiﬁed counterpart.
On the theoretical front, Zavala et al. (2014) predicted the
median redshift to be z= 2.43±0.12, and Cowley et al.
(2015a) showed that for sources with S850>1 mJy, which is the
ﬂux regime probed by our training sample, the median redshift is
z= 2.77±0.11. These are all again consistent with our results.
4.4. SMG Clustering
The signiﬁcant improvement of the SMG sample size in
degree-scale ﬁelds provides aunique opportunity to investigate
the clustering properties of the SMGs. To study the SMG
clustering, we calculate the two-point autocorrelation function
w(θ) using the Landy & Szalay (1993) estimator:
q = - +w 1
RR
DD 2DR RR , 4( ) ( ) ( )
where DD, DR, and RR are the number of Data–Data, Data–
Random, and Random–Random galaxy pairs, respectively,
counted in bins of separations θ. DR and RR are normalized to
have the same total pairs as DD, in a sense that given NSMG
SMGs, NR random points, Ngr(θ) and Nrr(θ) in the original
counts, q= -N N NDR 1 2 R grSMG[( ) ] ( ) and
= -N NRR 1SMG SMG[ ( )] q-N N N1R R rr( )] ( ).
Because our sample of SMGs are located in a single, area-
limited region, w(θ) could be biased owingto the fact that the
mean density measured in our data is not the true underlying
mean density over the whole sky. The mean density is usually
biased high, making the observed clustering appear weaker than
the true value. If the real SMG w(θ) can be described as a power-
law model w(θ)true= Aθ
−0.8 (which wasfound to be true both
observationally and theoretically, at the physical separation
of∼0.1–10 h−1 Mpc), the observed w(θ) will follow the form
q q= -w w IC, 5true( ) ( ) ( )
with the bias IC known as the integral constraint. The integral
constraint can be numerically estimated (e.g., Infante 1994;
Adelberger et al. 2005), using the random–random pairs under
the form
å
å
q q
q=
N w
N
IC . 6i
rr i i
i rr i
true( ) ( )
( )
( )
In practice, in Equation (4) we use four times as many random
points as the number of SMGs (data points) and repeat the
estimate 25 times. Using these 25 estimates, we calculate the
variance, the mean w(θ), andthe mean Nrr for the correction of
the integral constraint. We then perform χ2 minimization using
Equation (5) to ﬁnd the best-ﬁt w(θ)true on a0 2–6′ scale
(~ - -h0.2 6 1Mpc at z= 2), the power-law regime that is
shown below. At this stage the error of the amplitude A in w
(θ)true is unrealistically small as the variance only accounts for
the shot noise from thecreation of the random points and the
Poission uncertainties of the DD counts (DD0.5).
To estimate the systematic uncertainties due to ﬁeld-to-ﬁeld
variation, we conduct the “delete one jackknife” resampling
method (Norberg et al. 2009). We ﬁrst divide the chosen
Figure 13. Redshift distributions of various samples. For both panels the black solid curves outline the distribution of all the candidate counterparts of the 4σ
SCUBA-2 SMGs. Left: the gray hatched regions show the results of our Monte Carlo simulations, showing the uncertainties of the distribution by considering both the
Poisson statistics and the errors of the photometric redshifts. The thick brown solid curve is the best-ﬁt lognormal model to the gray hatched regions at z<8, with
χ2 = 1.4. The blue hatched regions show the redshift distribution of the ALMA-detected SMGs based on the ALMA follow-up observations of the 30 brighter
SCUBA-2 sources in UDS (J. M. Simpson et al. 2016, in preparation). The green solid regions mark the distributions of the ALESS SMGs based on Simpson et al.
(2014). Right: the purple hatched regions only show the candidate SMG counterparts that have radio detections. To illustrate our selection biases, we also plot the
distributions of all the radio sources, sources selected by the OIRTC technique, and the full UDS parent sample in dashed, dot-dashed, and double-dot-dashed curves,
respectively.
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rectangular area,17in which we calculate w(θ) for the whole
sample, into Nsub= 9 (3× 3) equal-size subareas. Each jack-
knife sample is deﬁned by discarding, in turn, each of the Nsub
subareas into which the whole sample has been split. Each
jackknife sample therefore consists of -N 1sub remaining
subareas, with a volume ( -N 1sub )/Nsub times the volume of
the full rectangular area. The w(θ)true,jk ﬁt is repeated, in each
jackknife sample, for Nsub times (as there are only Nsub
jackknife samples by construction) based on the method
described in the previous paragraph. The systematic uncertain-
ties are then estimated through the variance of these w(θ)true,jk
ﬁts. Finally, the error of the amplitude A for w(θ)true is
computed by accounting for the shot noise, Poission errors, and
the systematic uncertainties estimated based on the jackknife
resampling.
In Figure 15 we show the w(θ) measurements (corrected for
the integral constraint) of the 169 Class= 1 MAIN submillimeter
sources that have candidate SMG counterparts at 1<z<3,
the redshift range where most of the counterpart SMGs lie and
our selection is likely to have higher completeness. While we
use the probability distribution of redshifts, p(z), of the
candidate SMGs, we use the positions of the SCUBA-2
sources, not the positions of the candidate SMGs. This is
because while the SCUBA-2 sources are selected uniformly
with S850 3 mJy, the candidate SMGs might have ﬂuxes
down to S850∼ 1 mJy as they are based on a training set from
the deeper ALMA imaging. By using all candidate SMGs, we
are effectively creating a sample thatis subject to uneven ﬂux
Figure 14. Top and middle: FIR color–color diagram of SCUBA-2 sources
stacked on SPIRE/SCUBA-2 maps. The SCUBA-2 sources that have
(radio) counterpart candidates are shown bydownward-pointingtriangles
(diamonds), and those that do not have any counterpart identiﬁcation
areplotted as a circle. Most errors are smaller than the symbols. The other
points color-coded by redshiftsare the expected FIR colors assuming
single-temperature graybody spectra, in ranges of 15Td45,
1β2.5, and 0z5. The redder color of SCUBA-2 sources
without any counterpart identiﬁcation suggests that these sources are likely
to be at higher redshift than those that have candidate counterparts. Bottom:
stacked SEDs of the SCUBA-2 sources that do and do not have counterpart
identiﬁcation, along with the best-ﬁt template SEDs based on
SMMJ2135–0102 and ALESS SMGs. The best-ﬁt redshift of the
SCUBA-2 sources with(without) counterpart identiﬁcations is 2.5(3.3),
consistent with the higher-z nature for sources without candidate counter-
parts suggested by the FIR color–color diagram.
Figure 15. Angular autocorrelation function of 1<z<3 SMGs (black circles
and gray squares), all corrected for the integral constraint. While both are
measured from the SCUBA-2 detections that have counterpart candidates at
1<z<3, SMGS2 represents measurements based on the positions of the
SCUBA-2 detections, and those marked as SMGID are based on the positions
of the counterpart candidates. Both measurements are consistent at >0 3 (about
the size of the ALMA beam) scales, but those of SMGID are artiﬁcially
enhanced at <0 3 scales owingto selection biases (see Section 4.4 for detailed
discussions). The uncertainties shown for each datapoint only include shot
noise and Poission errors. The best-ﬁt power-law model for the SMGs is shown
asasolid black line, while the predictions for the SCUBA-2 surveys by
Cowley et al. (2015b) are plotted as dashed red curves. We detect strong
clustering signals on SCUBA-2-detected sources, higher than but statistically
consistent with the predictions of Cowley et al. (2015b).
17 For consistency and the ease of estimating the jackknife uncertainties, we
only use counterpart candidates for the Class = 1 submillimeter sources that
are located within a chosen rectangle region with a size of ∼0.5 deg2
(0°. 65×0°. 78).
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selections within and outside the beam, potentially resulting in
an artiﬁcial boost in w(θ) on small scales (Figure 15). This is
not to say that the clustering of SMGs is sensitive to 850 μm
ﬂux;in fact, as we show in Figure 15, the results at>0 3
(greater than the size of the beam) are not sensitive to the
adopted positions. At this scale the clustering is determined by
the original SCUBA-2 catalog.
Our clustering measurement is a factor of four higher,
though still within uncertainties, than the theoretical predictions
for the submillimeter single-dish surveys recently proposed by
Cowley et al. (2015b). Our results are also higher, but still
within uncertainties, than the measurements reported pre-
viously (Webb et al. 2003; Blain et al. 2004; Weiss et al. 2009;
Williams et al. 2011; Hickox et al. 2012).
Based on the dark matter (DM) power spectrum provided by
the HALOFIT code of Smith et al. (2003), our w(θ) measurements
suggest a galaxy bias of = -+b 9.1 2.82.1 and an autocorrelation
length of = -+ -r h210 76 1 Mpc, which corresponds to a DM halo
mass of Mhalo= (8±5)× 10
13h−1Me. While most results
report SMG DM halo mass of Mhalo∼1013h−1Me, it is
apparent that the measurements of SMG clusteringstill suffer
from large uncertainties. Larger samples with better determina-
tions of their redshifts, or cross-correlation with other
populations with larger sample size (A. Wilkinson et al.
2016, in preparation), are needed to provide better constraints
to the SMG clustering properties.
5. SUMMARY
We present the results of the identiﬁcation of counterparts to
1088 submillimeter sources that are detected at3.5σ in our
SCUBA-2 Cosmology Legacy Survey imaging of the
UKIDSS-UDS ﬁeld. We analyze a subset of 7164σ
SCUBA-2 sources, expected to have high ﬁdelity with ∼1%
false detection rate. The SCUBA-2 sources are categorized into
three classes, based on their multiwavelength coverage, with
the Class= 1 sources having the best coverage for the
counterpart search. The analyses of this paper is built on an
ALMA pilot study on a subset of 30 brighter SCUBA-2
sources (Simpson et al. 2015a, 2015b), as well as lessons learnt
from the ALESS ALMA survey of submililmeter sources in the
ECDFS (Hodge et al. 2013), and the results are summarized as
follows:
1. Based on ALMA observations of a subset of SCUBA-2
sources, we investigate the accuracy and the complete-
ness of the p-values that havebeen widely applied in the
literature to ﬁnd radio/MIPS counterparts for the
submillimeter sources. We ﬁnd that at the depth of our
ALMA imaging (central 1σ∼0.25 mJy beam−1), the
accuracy of both radio and MIPS identiﬁcations is not
dependent on the p-value for p<0.1, although MIPS has
a poorer spatial resolution, leading to more blending. We
ﬁnd that including all the radio and MIPS sources that are
located within the ALMA primary beam produces better
identiﬁcation results, in terms of maximizing the product
of accuracy and completeness, compared to the tradi-
tional method of only considering the p<0.05 sources.
By doing so, we ﬁnd the accuracy and the completeness
of the radio (MIPS) identiﬁcation to be -+87 2313%
( -+78 2322%)and 52%±12% (40%± 10%).
2. Using our 52 ALMA-detected SMGs in the UDS as a
training set, we develop a novel technique for counterpart
identiﬁcation, OIRTC, by utilizing three optical and NIR
colors (z−K, K−[3.6], and [3.6]−[4.5]). For sources
above the mean SMG fraction cut á ñ >f 0.05OIRTC , the
OIRTC technique provides accuracy and completeness
almost identical to the radio identiﬁcation, 87%±23%,
and 52%±12%, respectively. Most importantly, the
OIRTC technique complements the radio identiﬁcations
in selecting SCUBA-2 sources, in a sense that OIRTC
selects fainter sources. In addition, the OIRTC technique
recoversalmost all MIPS identiﬁcations. Based on these
results, we adopt both radio imaging and the OIRTC
technique (radio+OIRTC) to select counterpart candi-
dates in this work.
3. In the two OIR colors that are used to train the OIRTC
technique, z−K and K−[3.6], we ﬁnd in the
S850 1 mJy regime that there are no strong color
variations among SMGs with different 850 μm ﬂuxes.
In [3.6]−[4.5] color, however, we ﬁnd that the fainter
SMGs with S850<2.7 mJy have a median color bluer
than that of the brighter SMGs (S850>2.7 mJy).
4. For the 523 4σ Class= 1 SCUBA-2 sources that have
both radio and OIRTC coverage, we ﬁnd at least one
candidate counterpart for 80%±5% of the sample, and
37%±3% have more than one candidate counterpart.
Based on the training sample, the identiﬁcationof this
sample is accurate to 82%±20%, with a completeness
of 69%±16%, although the completeness may be lower
(∼60%) owingto the fact that the training sample is
based on bright SCUBA-2 sources. The fact that our
identiﬁcation method still yields moderate incomplete-
ness highlights the importance of conducting follow-up
interferometric observations to provide completely reli-
able sample of SMGs (Hodge et al. 2013). We ﬁnd that
the identiﬁcation rate is lower for fainter SCUBA-2
sources,and we argue that for follow-up observations
sensitive to SMGs with S850∼1 mJy across the whole
ALMA beam, the multiple fraction is likely to be 40%
for sources with S850 4 mJy.
5. The redshift distribution based on the photometric
redshifts of the candidate SMG counterparts of the4σ
Class= 1 SCUBA-2 sources is well ﬁt by a lognormal
distribution, with a median redshift of z= 2.3±0.1 (as
found by Simpson et al. 2014). Based on the selection
curves and the FIR colors, we argue that submillimeter
sources without any identiﬁcation are likely to be located
at z 3. After accounting for these unidentiﬁed sources,
we estimatethe median redshift for SMGs with
S850>1 mJy to be z= 2.6±0.1. Our results are in
good agreement with model predictions and previous
observational measurements.
6. Using the Landy & Szalay estimator, we ﬁnd astrong
angular clustering signal, although still with large
uncertainties, for candidate SMGs associated with4σ
Class= 1 SCUBA-2 sources at 1<z<3. The cluster-
ing signal roughly corresponds to a correlation length of
= -+ -r h210 76 1 Mpc, or galaxy bias of = -+b 9.1 2.82.1, and a
DM halo mass of Mhalo= (8±5) ×10
13h−1Me. Our
results highlight the fact that larger samples of SMGs
with better determinations on redshifts, or cross-correla-
tion with other populations with larger sample size, are
needed to provide better constraints on the SMG
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Table 4
Candidate SMG Counterpars of the SUPPLEMENTARY SCUBA-2 Sources
S2CLS ID SMG R.A. SMG Decl. Class #ID ID_ID Radio R.A. Radio Decl. K-band R.A. K-band Decl. zphoto p á ñfOIRTC
(Degree) (Degree) (Degree) (Degree) (Degree) (Degree)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13)
UDS.0714 34.65998 −5.36077 1 0 K K K K K K K K
UDS.0715 33.98784 −5.04675 2 0 K K K K K K K K
UDS.0716 34.79200 −4.95184 1 0 K K K K K K K K
UDS.0717 34.68288 −5.43243 1 1 ID1 K K 34.68155 −5.43050 -+1.58 0.070.38 K 0.12
UDS.0718 34.40001 −4.71081 1 1 ID1 34.39950 −4.70931 34.39982 −4.70935 K 0.065 K
UDS.0719 34.08140 −5.26570 1 0 K K K K K K K K
UDS.0720 34.64493 −5.42466 1 5 ID1 34.64512 −5.42467 34.64504 −5.42456 K 0.004 K
ID2 K K 34.64428 −5.42475 -+1.72 0.030.51 K 0.18
ID3 34.64492 −5.42592 34.64489 −5.42591 -+1.65 0.100.22 0.018 K
ID4 34.64342 −5.42486 34.64332 −5.42485 -+1.07 0.040.06 0.023 K
(This table is available in its entirety in machine-readable form.)
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Figure 16. False-color Ch1 – K – z ( - -r g b) thumbnails (Ch2 – Ch1 – K if zband is not available) for the MAIN SCUBA-2 sources. If less than three photometric
bands are available, we show in gray scale the image of the shortest among the three wavebands available. The size of each box is 25″×25″,and the large dashed
circles show the counterpart searching area with a radius of 8 7. The ﬁlledsquares and circles mark the counterpart candidates identiﬁed through the OIRTC
technique and radio imaging, respectively. We only show circles if sources are identiﬁed by both radio and OIRTC. The magenta points are ALMA-detected SMGs
with the ID numbers adopted from Simpson et al. (2015b). The background color for each ID number shows the Class of each source, with cyan, yellow, and brown
marking Class = 1, 2, and 3, respectively (matched to the color scheme adopted in Figure 2). (An extended version of this ﬁgure is available.)
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Figure 17. Same as Figure 16, but on the SUPPLEMENTARYsources. (An extended version of this ﬁgure is available.)
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clustering propertiesand so test the relationship of this
population to local galaxies.
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APPENDIX
The selected candidate counterparts for the MAIN (S/N
4σ) and SUPPLEMENTARY (3.5σ S/N 4.0σ) SCUBA-2
sources are shown in Tables 3 and 4, respectively. Columns
(1)–(3) are short IDs, R.A., and decl. in degrees of the
SCUBA-2 sources;Columns (4)–(6) give for each SCUBA-2
source its Class (see Section 4.1 for details about the
classiﬁcation), the total number of the counterpart candidates,
and the assigned IDs for each counterpart candidate;Col-
umns (7),(8), (9), and (10) show the R.A. and decl. in
degrees of each radio andK-bandcounterpart, if any;-
Column (11) gives the photometric redshifts with errors;-
Column (12) shows the p-value for counterparts that are
selected by radio;and Column (13) shows the mean SMG
fraction of candidates selected purely based on the OIRTC
technique (á ñf ;OIRTC see Section 3.3 for the deﬁnition of this
quantity). Note that the candidate counterparts that are
conﬁrmed by the ALMA observations (Simpson et al.
2015b) are denoted with an asteriskin Column (6). In
addition, Simpson et al. (2015b) detect additional SMGs in
the following ﬁelds (coordinates and properties are given in
Table 1 of Simpson et al. 2015b): UDS.0003, UDS.0004,
UDS.0005, UDS.0007, UDS.0017, UDS.0020, UDS.0023,
UDS.0024, UDS.0033, UDS.0047, UDS.0051, UDS.0078.
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